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ABSTRACT 

Marching Cubes and Marching Tetrahedra methods expect data in the nodes of used grid. However, very often 
we need the isosurface extraction from data defined in the cells of the grid. In this paper we compare the criteria 
for interpolation values from cells to vertices of the structured grid. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Marching Cubes [Lore87] (Marching Tetrahedra 
[Payn90]) algorithms are powerful tools for 
extracting isosurfaces from scalar volumetric data. 
These algorithms expect data located at vertices of 
used mesh. In [Pate05] the sensitivity of resulting 
interpolation on used mesh is analyzed. However, 
very often we need the isosurface extraction for data 
defined in the cells of the mesh. There are two 
possibilities how to use “marching” algorithms in 
this case: 

a) We preserve the analyzed values and we make 
a mesh with new geometry. In the simplest case 
a dual mesh is constructed (nodes of dual mesh 
corresponds to cells of original one; nodes of 
dual mesh are neighbor if cells of original one 
have common edge). 

b) We preserve the geometry of the mesh and 
the values from cells to vertices are 
interpolated. 

In the paper the second approach is used. We shall 
use next abbreviation: 

},1,{ Ci nicC L==  – conform set of polygonal 
cells in 2D (polyhedral in 3D),   

CnC =  – cardinality of the set C , ic  – volume 

of the element ic ,   

},1,{ Vi nivV L==  – set of the mesh vertices,  

Cv – set of the cells, which are incident to vertex v. 

Four different weighted averages are analyzed for 
simple test tasks. Structured meshes are used. 

2. INTERPOLATION STRATEGIES 
Let the values of the scalar field F  are known for 
the cells of the mesh. We can calculate the value of 
this field at the vertex v  as the weighted arithmetic 
mean of the values in incident cells: 

( ) ( )∑
∈

=
vCc

c
calc cFavF . 

We shell analyze four methods for weights 
computation. 

Simple Arithmetic Mean vc Ca 1= . 

Due to simplicity of computation this strategy is used 
very often. 

Volume Weighted Mean ∑
∈

=
vCd

c dca . 

Idea of the volume averaging is that the influence of 
coincident cells at the common vertex is proportional 
to their size. 

Volume Reciprocal Mean ∑
∈

=
vCd

dcca 11  

This strategy seems to be in contradiction with 
previous one. However, it can be proved that for 
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1. linear functions ( ) ∑
=

+=
n

i
iin xrrxxF
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01,L , 

2. orthogonal meshes, with  

{ } { }
nmnnm xxxxV ,1,,11,1 ,,

1
LLL ××=  

3. the value of the cell ( ) ( )vFcF = , where v  is 
the center of the cell c , 

this strategy gives the exact value: ( ) ( )vFvF calc = . 

Angle Averaging  qa cvc ,α= . 

Here cv ,α  is the angle at the vertex v  within the 

cell c .  π2=q  in 2D and π4=q  in 3D. 

3. TWO-DIMENSIONAL MESH TESTS 
We compare the strategies mentioned above for two- 
dimensional grids. The goal is to gain a basic idea of 
behavior of the interpolation strategies while 
changing the shape and size of cells surrounding the 
given vertex. 

Two types of 3x3 grid with 4 rectangular cells 
(Fig. 1a, 1b) are used. We move the central vertex of 
the grid and thus we gain grids with different 
geometries. Different paths for moving central vertex 
are defined: 1–3 for regular grid (Fig. 1a)), 4–5 for 
orthogonal one (Fig.1b)). Each starts at the position, 
when the grid is rectilinear, and passes along the line. 
In the Fig.1c) one of the grids for the path 2 is 
shown.  

 
Figure 1. 

For each position of the central vertex v, the value of 
each cell is calculated as 

( )
( )

c

dxdyyxF
cF c

∫∫
=

,
. 

Fig. 2 shows the values of the relative difference  

( ) ( )
( ) 100

)(
)()(
×

−
tvF

tvFtvF calc
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Figure 2. 

at the vertex ( )tv  for the liner function 
( ) yxyxF 32, += . The argument of the horizontal 
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axis )1,0∈t  denotes the position of the vertex 

( )tv  according to the Fig. 1. 

We can see that the strategies of volume reciprocal 
mean and angle averaging give similar results and 
are significantly better then simple mean. 
The volume averaging strategy produces the worst 
results.  

4. TESTS IN 3D 
We use two three-dimensional structured grids for a 
comparison of the interpolation strategies. 

First one is based on regular rectangular grid with 
11x11x11 vertices. Coordinates of inner vertices are 
randomly shifted, 20 % of the length of the edge at 
most.  

Second one is based on rectangular grid with 8x8x8 
vertices refined near one corner – Fig.3. Coordinates 
of inner vertices are randomly shifted, 5% of the 
length of the edge at most.   

 
Figure 3. 

Tests are made for hexahedral meshes and also for 
tetrahedral ones. We obtain tetrahedral mesh dividing 
each hexahedral cell according to the scheme in the 
Fig. 4. 

 
Figure 4. 

Linear function ( ) zyxzyxF 432,, ++=  is used.  

Values of the global difference 

( ) ( )( )∑
∈

−=
Vv

calc vFvFD 2  

are in the Table 1 for analyzed strategies.  

Regular grid Refined grid  

Hex. Tetra. Hex. Tetra. 

Simple mean 215,0 163,3   516,9 358,1 

Vol. Weighted  291,7 294,4 2041,8 947,1 

Vol. reciprocal 176,1   88,1       5,1   91,6 

Angle   33,9   39,8   690,5 157,7 

Table 1 

5. CONCLUSION 
Tests show that the strategy of volume reciprocal 
averaging, which gives exact solution for rectangular 
meshes, gives good results in more general cases too 
(Tab.1 – Refined grid).  

For more deformed meshes the strategy of angle 
averaging gives better results in 3D case (Tab.1 – 
Regular grid). However, its computational 
complexity is much larger.  

Important result of tests is that the strategy of volume 
weighted mean appears as improper.  

In the future we would like to compare the quality of 
isosurfaces made by the Marching Cube and by the 
Marching Tetrahedra algorithms on interpolated data. 
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